ABSTRACT


Because of differences in life histories between Puccinia triticina, a highly specialized, polycyclic, windborne pathogen with a shallow dispersal gradient, and Pyrenophora tritici-repentis, a residue-borne pathogen with a steep dispersal gradient, wheat mixtures are expected to be more effective at controlling leaf rust than tan spot. The objectives of this research were to determine the effect of two-cultivar mixtures with varying proportions and different pathogen resistance profiles on the severity of tan spot and leaf rust, to evaluate yield of the mixtures in the presence or absence of disease, and to directly compare the relative effectiveness of cultivar mixing for tan spot versus leaf rust. In a field experiment at two sites in Kansas over two growing seasons, winter wheat cvs. Jagger and 2145, which have differential resistance reactions to leaf rust and tan spot, each were planted in proportions of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00. Plots were inoculated with each pathogen alone, both pathogens, treated with a fungicide, or exposed to ambient conditions. For both diseases for all site-years, severity decreased substantially on the susceptible cultivar as the proportion of that cultivar decreased in mixture. Mixtures were significantly more effective at reducing leaf rust than tan spot in three of four site-years. Mixtures generally yielded the same as the weighted mean of components in monoculture although, in two of three site-years, at least one fungicide-treated and one diseased mixture each yielded higher than expected values. Although this particular mixture produced only modest yield benefits, the potential for simultaneous reductions in tan spot and leaf rust was demonstrated.
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The practice of growing crops in homogenous monocultures contributes to severe disease epidemics in agriculture (6). The ability of small-grain cultivar mixtures to substantially reduce the severity of polycyclic, specialized, wind-dispersed foliar diseases, such as rusts, powdery mildews, and rice blast, has been well demonstrated (5,6,26,27,32,45,47). Fewer studies, however, have examined the effects of mixtures on soilborne, monocyclic, or splash-dispersed diseases and the results of these empirical studies have been less consistent (9,19,20,31–33,43). Evaluating multiple diseases in a single experiment allows both a direct comparison of mixture efficacy for different disease types and the opportunity to consider the possibilities for mixtures to simultaneously manage multiple diseases.

Mixture efficacy is greater under certain epidemiological conditions than others. Garrett and Mundt (14) suggest that the effects of host diversity will tend to be greatest when the host genotype unit area is small, there is strong host specialization, the pathogen’s dispersal gradient is shallow, characteristic lesion sizes are small, and the number of pathogen generations is large. Diseases caused by wind-dispersed pathogens often are more effectively reduced in mixtures than those caused by splashed-dispersed pathogens, probably due to the shallower dispersal gradients of the former. A shallower dispersal gradient tends to result in more movement of propagules away from the susceptible host, provided that an influx of inoculum does not saturate a field (14). In light of these assumptions, cultivar mixtures would be expected to have less effect (over one growing season) on diseases that are monocyclic, splash dispersed, or soilborne.

A limited number of studies have addressed the effects of host diversity on such diseases. Vliech-Melller (43) observed substantially reduced severity of eyespot (caused by Tapesia yallundae (anamorph Pseudocercosporella herpotrichoides)), Rhizoctonia cerealis stem rot, and Fusarium spp. in mixtures of different cereal species in Germany. Other studies have demonstrated similar mixture effects for root and soilborne diseases, including crown and root rot of sugar beet caused by Rhizoctonia solani (19), and soilborne wheat mosaic, a viral disease with a soilborne vector (20). Substantial yield increases in mixtures compared with monocultures have occurred in on-farm trials for wheat mixtures infected with Cephalosporium gramineum (31), despite the ineffectiveness of the mixtures at reducing severity of Cephalosporium stripe. Mundt et al. (33) observed significantly reduced eyespot severity in only three of seven wheat mixture populations and only in the absence of stripe rust. The ability of wheat mixtures to suppress Mycosphaerella graminicola, the causal agent of Septoria tritici blotch, in a 3-year field study was inconsistent (9). The mechanisms for reductions of residue-borne and soilborne diseases in mixtures are not well understood (32,33). Environmental conduciveness for disease development and secondary spread of the pathogen may be key factors determining the effectiveness of mixtures in such pathosystems.

Researchers studying the use of mixtures typically consider genotypes that differ in their level or type of resistance to a single disease, but combinations of genotypes also may be selected that differ in their resistance to multiple diseases. When resistance to all relevant diseases cannot be obtained in a single desirable cultivar, combining cultivars in a mixture may be a useful strategy for disease management. For example, the wheat cv. Jagger has been
popular in the Great Plains region of the United States, but has demonstrated decreasing resistance to prevalent leaf rust races (R. Bowden, unpublished data). The new cv. 2145 has many desirable traits for adaptation to the Great Plains, including resistance to leaf rust, but lacks tan spot resistance. By mixing these two cultivars with differential disease resistance (one cultivar is resistant to one disease while the other cultivar is resistant to another disease), it may be possible to manage both diseases simultaneously.

Although it may be possible to predict how effectively mixtures will slow disease epidemics for pathogens with different life histories (14), there have been very few direct experimental comparisons. Mitchell et al. (29) estimated the effects of different diversity levels on several host–pathogen combinations in a perennial prairie plant community, though comparisons between host–pathogen systems in this study are complicated by lack of information about when pathogens were introduced to the experiment. Mundt et al. (33) examined disease severity and yield in wheat mixtures inoculated simultaneously with stripe rust and eyespot; few of the mixtures were differential in terms of resistance to these two diseases and the relative effectiveness of mixtures for one disease versus the other was not analyzed directly. In a greenhouse study, Lannou et al. (23) considered the relative effectiveness of mixtures for two wheat rust diseases that differed in lesion size and found that mixtures were more effective at reducing levels of disease with small lesion size (leaf rust) relative to disease with large lesion size (stripe rust) due to rapid host saturation by the latter. Mixture effectiveness in the presence of both diseases was not examined and the mixtures studied were not designed to function in multiple disease management.

Tan spot, caused by the fungus *Pyrenophora tritici-repentis*, is an important residue-borne foliar disease on wheat and other gramineous hosts, including barley, oat, rye, and various wild grasses (21,44). Increased severity of tan spot is associated with reduced tillage and continuous wheat systems (2,3,22,37). Asciopores are formed on surface crop residue and splash-dispersed to the growing crop in the spring. Conidia are formed from lesions on infected leaves and dispersed by wind, initiating the secondary cycle. The secondary infection cycle is considered the most significant in terms of crop losses (38), though the number of generations of tan spot produced under field conditions is believed to be small compared with leaf rust. As is characteristic of many residue-borne and soilborne pathogens, the number of generations of *P. tritici-repentis* generally is low during a growing season and its dispersal gradient is steep (41). In contrast, *Puccinia triticina*, the causal agent of leaf rust, is typical of many windborne pathogens in that it is highly specialized, polycyclic, and follows a shallow dispersal gradient (10).

Because of these life history differences and based on Garrett and Mundt’s (14) arguments, one would predict that the severity of tan spot would be less affected in mixtures than leaf rust. Wheat mixtures have been shown to significantly slow leaf rust progression (26), but the effects on tan spot are unknown. Direct comparisons of mixture efficacy on multiple diseases caused by pathogens with different life history characteristics, on the same temporal and spatial scales, would provide greater understanding of mechanisms for management of multiple diseases and improve predictability for mixture effectiveness of reduced disease based on characteristics of the host, pathogen, disease cycle, and environment.

If mixing wheat cultivars proves successful at simultaneously managing both residue- and windborne pathogens, there would be few obstacles to adopting such a practice at the farm level. In Kansas, mixtures consisting of two to three different cultivars covered 7% of the wheat acreage in 2001, 11.5% in 2002, and 12.8% in 2003, according to the Kansas Agricultural Statistics Service. Farmers initiated this practice primarily because the popular and high-yielding cv. Jagger lacks strong winter hardiness. Mixing Jagger with a lower-yielding but more winter-hardy cultivar reduces the risk of crop failure and increases yield stability over time (4). The cultivars used in this study, Jagger and 2145, which have differential resistance levels to tan spot and leaf rust, potentially could be useful in mixture for reducing disease in the Great Plains.

The objectives of this research were to (i) determine the effect of wheat cultivar mixtures with differential levels of resistance on severity of tan spot and leaf rust, (ii) directly compare the relative effectiveness of cultivar mixing for tan spot versus leaf rust, and (iii) evaluate yield of the mixtures in the presence and absence of these diseases.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Field plots.** The experiment was conducted at Kansas State University experimental farms in Manhattan and Hutchinson, KS, during the 2000–01 and 2001–02 growing seasons. Manhattan lies in the Flinthills of northeastern Kansas and Hutchinson is in south-central Kansas; both locations receive, on average, 930 to 940 mm of precipitation annually. Wheat planting took place during the first week of October and harvesting the last week in June at both sites in both years.

Two hard red winter wheat cultivars, Jagger and 2145, each were planted in proportions of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00. Jagger is moderately resistant to tan spot and susceptible to leaf rust, and 2145 is resistant to leaf rust and susceptible to tan spot. Jagger can be visually distinguished from 2145 beginning shortly after heading by head color: Jagger has brown chaff and 2145 has white chaff and is waxy blue before maturity. The different genotype proportions were combined in a factorial design with each of five disease treatments: tan spot inoculated alone, leaf rust inoculated alone, tan spot plus leaf rust inoculated, fungicide application, and ambient conditions. Each plot consisted of six rows in an area of 1.5 by 4.6 m and was separated from other plots by 1.5-m borders of triticale cv. Presto on all sides. Presto is highly resistant to both diseases. The 25 treatment combinations were randomized in five complete blocks. One replication was abandoned at Hutchinson in the second field season due to a planting error.

Wheat and triticale seed were planted at a rate of 108 kg/ha. Prior to planting in both years of the experiment, nitrogen fertilizer was applied to field sites at 56 kg/ha and an additional application of top dress at 56 kg/ha was made in the spring just before wheat plants jointed. Fungicide plots were treated twice in the spring beginning the first week of May, and again 2 to 3 weeks later with Tilt 3.6E fungicide at 0.29 liter/ha in a total spray volume of 234 liter/ha using Teejet 8002 flat fan nozzles running at 0.207 MPa on 380-mm spacing.

**Fungal inoculum and disease establishment: *Pyrenophora tritici-repentis*.** Inoculation procedures were based on methods described by Raymond et al. (36). Four different isolates of *Pyrenophora tritici-repentis* collected in Kansas were grown on quarter-strength potato dextrose agar in petri dishes for approximately 1 week in the light at room temperature. Squares of agar (≈2.5 cm²) were sliced from cultures with a sterile scalpel and submerged into sterilized oat kernels in glass jars (140 g of kernels in 150 ml of water). After the fungus had spread through an area ≈8 cm in diameter, jars where shaken every 1 to 2 days to prevent kernels and mycelium from clumping. When the fungus had spread throughout the jars, adequately colonizing the kernels with mycelium (≥3 to 4 weeks following inoculation), kernels were spread out on tarps to dry. Dry kernels were mixed together thoroughly prior to inoculating. Plots were inoculated in mid-November, 5 to 6 weeks after planting. At inoculation, 75 g of inoculum where scattered evenly by hand within each treated plot.

**Puccinia triticina.** Pots containing wheat plants infected with *Puccinia triticina* were transplanted into field plots to initiate leaf rust epidemics. In mid-March of both years, winter wheat cv.
Tillers were preserved in plastic bags at 4°C for up to 10 days until they could be evaluated.

All four upper leaves on reproductive tillers were rated for tan spot and leaf rust severity at the first sampling date; however, because the cultivars had not headed out, they could not yet be distinguished in either year. Cultivars could be distinguished and severities of both diseases were present in all plots except fungicide-treated (i.e., nondiseased) plots in addition to the diseased plots, so that yield could be evaluated in both the absence and presence of disease. Ambient levels of both diseases were present in all plots except fungicide-treated plots; therefore, separate analyses for each inoculated and ambient disease treatment were not performed. Yield estimates were not available from Hutchinson in 2002; therefore, we had yield estimates for a total of three site-years. We analyzed yield in terms of seed per subplot per cultivar was weighed and expressed in grams per tiller. Whole plots also were harvested and measured in terms of raw weight (Mg/ha) and thousand-kernel weight (TKW) in units of grams per 1,000 seed.

Hailstorm at Hutchinson in 2002 just prior to harvesting caused high rates of shattering; thus, yield data were not available for this site-year.

**Data analysis.** To determine how disease severity changed as a function of the proportion of the susceptible cultivar within the wheat populations, we performed linear contrasts within an analysis of variance using the statistical programming package SAS (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). For each disease, we estimated the linear, quadratic, and cubic parts of the curve describing the relationship between disease severity and the proportion of the susceptible cultivar. Values of all rated leaves were averaged within a plot for disease analyses. We evaluated leaf rust severity as a function of the proportion of the susceptible Jagger, and similarly evaluated tan spot severity as a function of the proportion of the susceptible 2145 per plot. For these analyses, we used both inoculated disease treatments that included the relevant pathogen in 2001 when ambient leaf rust and tan spot levels were relatively low; in 2002, because ambient rust and tan spot levels at both sites were comparable to inoculated levels, ambient and inoculated disease treatments were combined in the analyses. Ambient-diseased plots were analyzed separately in 2001. These analyses were performed both for separate site-years and for sites combined within a year, and focused primarily on data from the third sampling date when both diseases exhibited highest severities. Disease data from the first sampling date were not analyzed because cultivars could not be distinguished and severities of both diseases at all site-years were low or negligible. Residuals from the analyses were approximately normally distributed with equal variances and met the assumptions of the analysis of variance.

The second step in the analysis of disease severity was to compare the linear responses of the two different diseases to the proportion of susceptible genotype in mixture (11,15). For each experimental unit (plot), we estimated the difference between the slopes of the curves for the two diseases using data from the third sampling date. Before calculating the difference, the slope for each disease was standardized within a plot by setting the severity on the susceptible cultivar in monoculture equal to one and scaling the severity in mixtures proportionately. An analysis of variance was performed on the set of estimated differences in slope to determine whether there was evidence that decreasing the proportion of the susceptible cultivar had a different effect on one disease compared with the other.

Yield analyses included fungicide-treated (i.e., nondiseased) plots in addition to the diseased plots, so that yield could be evaluated in both the absence and presence of disease. Ambient levels of both diseases were present in all plots except fungicide-treated plots; therefore, separate analyses for each inoculated and ambient disease treatment were not performed. Yield estimates were not available from Hutchinson in 2002; therefore, we had yield estimates for a total of three site-years. We analyzed yield in terms of both individual cultivar yield from the 1.0-m² subplots and total plot yield and TKW. For individual cultivar yield, linear contrasts, as in the analysis of disease severity, were used to determine the relationship between the proportion of the susceptible cultivar present and the yield of that cultivar in terms of seed weight and tiller number within the plot. For analyses of whole plot yield and TKW, the response in each mixture was compared with the appropriately weighted mean of responses in monocultures using linear contrasts in an analysis of variance.

**RESULTS**

**Disease development.** In all site-years of the experiment, disease levels of tan spot and leaf rust in inoculated plots at the time
of the first sampling date in early May were low or negligible across all treatments. In 2001 at the second sampling date in mid-May, both diseases were active at both sites. By the third sampling date in late May, both diseases reached high severities on susceptible plants (Table 1; Fig. 1A and B). During the same year, leaf rust severity was higher and tan spot severity was lower at Manhattan compared with Hutchinson by the third sampling date (Table 1). Greater amounts of ambient tan spot inoculum were present at Hutchinson relative to Manhattan, whereas ambient leaf rust inoculum was comparable at both sites (Table 1). Ambient-diseased plots generally were less diseased than inoculated plots in 2001, though considerable levels of naturally occurring leaf rust and tan spot were present by the third sampling date for all site-years (Table 1). Fungicide-treated plots were virtually free of foliar disease symptoms for all site-years (data not shown).

In 2002 at the second sampling date in mid-May, both diseases were active at both sites. By the third sampling date in late May, both diseases reached high severities on susceptible plants, though both generally were lower compared with the first year (Table 1; Fig. 1C and D). Substantially higher severities of leaf

### TABLE 1. Mean severities of leaf rust and tan spot on wheat cultivars Jagger (leaf rust susceptible) and 2145 (tan spot susceptible) within monocultures at the final sampling date of the season

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Tan spot</th>
<th>Ambient tan spot</th>
<th>Leaf rust</th>
<th>Ambient leaf rust</th>
<th>Tan spot</th>
<th>Ambient tan spot</th>
<th>Leaf rust</th>
<th>Ambient leaf rust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>51.5 (3.8)</td>
<td>19.9 (2.2)</td>
<td>38.3 (2.2)</td>
<td>20.6 (2.4)</td>
<td>40.4 (3.6)</td>
<td>37.7 (3.5)</td>
<td>7.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>4.1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutchinson</td>
<td>86.3 (2.7)</td>
<td>56.8 (3.8)</td>
<td>31.5 (2.4)</td>
<td>17.6 (2.2)</td>
<td>46.4 (4.2)</td>
<td>37.9 (3.7)</td>
<td>22.1 (1.8)</td>
<td>26.7 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values in parentheses are standard errors.
* Values are mean severities of tan spot on 2145 within inoculated monocultures. Tan spot severity was estimated as percent leaf area affected.
* Values are mean severities of leaf rust on Jagger within ambient-diseased monocultures. Leaf rust severity was estimated using Cobb’s scale.
* Values are mean severities of leaf rust on Jagger within inoculated monocultures.

---

**Fig. 1.** Leaf rust and tan spot severity on susceptible wheat cvs. Jagger and 2145 in mixtures over time. Severity is reported for each disease as a function of proportion of the susceptible cultivar at the second sampling date in mid-May and the final sampling date during the last week of May. Leaf rust severity was estimated on Jagger using Cobb’s scale. Tan spot severity was estimated on 2145 as percent leaf area affected. Means combine sites and treatments inoculated with both tan spot and leaf rust and either leaf rust alone (Jagger) or tan spot (2145) alone. A, Leaf rust progression on Jagger in 2001. B, Tan spot progression on 2145 in 2001. C, Leaf rust progression on Jagger in 2002. D, Tan spot progression on 2145 in 2002.
rust occurred at Hutchinson than Manhattan due to a late-season arrival of ambient rust inoculum (Table 1). Tan spot and leaf rust severities were comparable at both sites in 2002 in both inoculated and ambient plots (Table 1).

**Mixture effects on disease progression in 2001.** For 2001 data, treatments inoculated with both diseases concurrently were combined with treatments inoculated with either leaf rust (Jagger) or tan spot (2145) alone, for disease analyses. There was a site–treatment interaction, but the direction and significance of effects were the same when sites were analyzed individually. Severity differences between cultivar proportions grew larger over the growing season as disease progressed (Fig. 1A and B). By the third sampling date in late May, when both diseases were most severe, the highest and lowest leaf rust severities occurred on Jagger (susceptible) in monocultures and in 0.25 Jagger mixtures, respectively (Fig. 1A). Similarly, tan spot was most severe on 2145 (susceptible) in monocultures and lowest in 0.25 2145 mixtures (Fig. 1B).

Leaf rust severity on Jagger significantly decreased as the proportion of that cultivar decreased in mixtures at the second ($P < 0.0001$ for linear, $P = 0.1$ for quadratic, and $P = 0.008$ for cubic components; data not shown) and third ($P < 0.0001$ for linear, $P = 0.3$ for quadratic, and $P = 0.1$ for cubic components; Fig. 2A) sampling dates in inoculated plots. Leaf rust severities on Jagger at the third sampling date were on average 14, 42, and 57% less in mixtures of 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25 2145, respectively, relative to 2145 in monocultures. Leaf rust severity on 2145 (resistant) was negligible in all plots (data not shown).

Tan spot severity on 2145 also significantly decreased as the proportion of that cultivar decreased in mixtures at the second ($P = 0.0004$ for linear, $P = 0.1$ for quadratic, and $P = 0.9$ for cubic components; data not shown) and third ($P < 0.0001$ for linear, $P = 0.06$ for quadratic, and $P = 0.4$ for cubic components; Fig. 2A) sampling dates in inoculated plots. Severities of tan spot on 2145 at the third sampling date were, on average 7, 17, and 37% less in mixtures of 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25 2145, respectively, relative to 2145 in monocultures. Tan spot severity on Jagger (moderately resistant) within inoculated plots at the second sampling date (for reasons previously stated, tan spot was not rated on Jagger at the third sampling date) did not exceed an average of 17% and both the quadratic ($P = 0.003$) and cubic ($P = 0.03$) portions of the curve were significant as Jagger decreased in proportion, but not the linear ($P = 0.2$); Jagger in 0.50 mixtures had the highest tan spot severity, followed by proportions of 0.25, 0.75, and 1.00 (data not shown).

Although generally less diseased than inoculated plots, the effects of mixtures on the relevant susceptible cultivar in ambient plots also were significant ($P < 0.0001$ for linear and $P > 0.1$ for quadratic and cubic components) and were similar to inoculated plots for both leaf rust and tan spot (data not shown).

**Mixture effects on disease progression in 2002.** In 2002, disease severity of both leaf rust and tan spot in inoculated plots was not substantially higher than in ambient-diseased plots (Table 1; therefore, data from inoculated and ambient plots were combined for disease analyses. Furthermore, due to substantial differences in environmental conditions between sites, data from Manhattan and Hutchinson were analyzed separately, but combined graphically for simplicity.

At the second sampling date in mid-May, mixture effects on disease were significant ($P < 0.05$ for the linear component, $P < 0.05$ for the quadratic in terms of leaf rust on Jagger at Hutchinson and Manhattan, and $P = 0.04$ for the cubic in terms of tan spot on 2145 at Hutchinson) at both sites for each disease on the appropriate susceptible cultivar, but the largest severity differences between cultivar proportions occurred by the third sampling date (Fig. 1C and D). By the third sampling date in late May when both diseases were most severe, leaf rust and tan spot on the susceptible cultivar at both sites were highest in monocultures and lowest in 0.25 Jagger and 0.25 2145 mixtures, respectively (Fig. 1C and D). At both sites at the third sampling date, for both leaf rust and tan spot, disease severity decreased on the susceptible cultivar as the proportion of susceptible cultivar decreased ($P < 0.05$ for linear, and $P > 0.1$ for most quadratic and cubic components, except $P = 0.006$ for the quadratic in terms of leaf rust on Jagger at Manhattan; Fig. 2B). When sites were combined, severity of leaf rust on Jagger decreased by an average of 6, 34, and 38% in 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25 Jagger mixtures, respectively, relative to Jagger in monocultures. Tan spot severity on 2145 decreased by 6, 16, and 23% in 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25 2145 mixtures, respectively, relative to 2145 in monocultures. Leaf rust severities were negligible on 2145 and tan spot was less common on Jagger relative to the first year of the experiment (data not shown).

**Relative mixture effectiveness: leaf rust versus tan spot.** To determine the relative effectiveness of mixtures for leaf rust versus tan spot, standardized slopes of the linear response of each disease to the decreasing proportion of the susceptible cultivar were compared. In 2001, mixtures more effectively reduced leaf rust than tan spot at Hutchinson ($P = 0.02$) and Manhattan ($P = 0.08$). When sites were combined in the analysis, $P = 0.004$. In 2002, mixtures also had a significantly greater effect on leaf rust relative to tan spot at Manhattan ($P = 0.002$), but not at Hutchinson ($P = 0.8$); however, when sites were combined in the analysis,


\( P = 0.03 \). In an analysis across all sites and years, the effectiveness of mixing wheat cultivars was greater for reducing the severity of leaf rust compared with tan spot at \( P < 0.0001 \) (Fig. 3).

**Mixture effects on yields at the whole-plot level.** To determine mixture effects on yield at the whole-plot level, both TKW and raw weight (Mg/ha) were analyzed separately for nondiseased plots (fungicide-treated plots) and diseased plots (combining both inoculated and ambient treatments) for each mixture (Table 2).

**Nondiseased plots.** In fungicide-treated plots, 0.50 Jagger mixtures yielded higher (\( P = 0.09 \)) raw weight at Manhattan in 2001 relative to expected values based on monocultures. At the same site-year and treatment level, both 0.50 and 0.75 Jagger mixtures yielded significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) higher TKW, and 0.25 Jagger mixtures also yielded higher (\( P = 0.09 \)) TKW in the same year at Hutchinson. There were no significant differences between raw weights for fungicide-treated plots at Hutchinson in 2001 (\( P > 0.1 \)), or for either yield components at Manhattan in 2002 (\( P > 0.1 \)) at the same treatment level.

**Diseased plots.** In diseased plots, 0.25 Jagger mixtures yielded significantly (\( P = 0.02 \)) higher TKW at Hutchinson in 2001 relative to expected values based on monocultures; all other yield measurements were not significantly (\( P > 0.1 \)) different between plots for that year. In 2002, 0.25 Jagger mixtures yielded higher (\( P = 0.07 \)) raw weight than monocultures, and 0.50 Jagger mixtures actually yielded slightly lower (\( P = 0.06 \)) TKW. There were no significant (\( P > 0.1 \)) differences between diseased plots in terms of raw weight at Hutchinson in 2001, or for either yield measurement at Manhattan in 2001.

In summary, nondiseased mixtures yielded either higher raw weight or TKW than expected values in two of three site-years. Diseased mixtures yielded either more raw weight or TKW than expected values in two of three site-years; although, in one case at Manhattan in 2002, 0.50 Jagger mixtures yielded lower than other plots.

When site-years were combined in the analysis, 0.25 Jagger mixtures in diseased plots yielded higher (\( P = 0.08 \)) raw weights and 0.75 Jagger mixtures in nondiseased plots yielded higher (\( P = 0.03 \)) TKW.

**Mixture effects on yields of individual cultivars.** To determine mixture effects on yield at the cultivar level, the number of tillers per square-meter subplots and grams per tiller per cultivar were analyzed separately for nondiseased plots (fungicide-treated plots) and diseased plots (combining both inoculated and ambient treatments) for each mixture (Table 3). Because tiller number always had a significant linear relationship with decreasing cultivar proportion, as expected, only the quadratic and cubic portions of the curve are discussed.

**Nondiseased plots.** In fungicide-treated plots, the number of Jagger tillers was higher than expected at Manhattan in 2002, and there was a significant (\( P = 0.04 \)) quadratic relationship between yield and decreasing proportions of Jagger. The number of 2145 tillers was lower than expected at the same site-year, and both the quadratic (\( P < 0.0001 \)) and cubic (\( P = 0.002 \)) portions were significant. Jagger seed in 0.50 Jagger plots at Manhattan in 2001 yielded higher than in other proportions and there was a significant linear (\( P = 0.004 \)) and quadratic (\( P = 0.04 \)) relationship between yield and decreasing proportions of Jagger. Seed yield of 2145 significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) decreased as its proportion decreased in plots at Manhattan in 2001 and 2002.

**Diseased plots.** There was a significant (\( P = 0.005 \)) quadratic relationship between increasing tiller number yields and decreasing proportions of Jagger at Hutchinson in 2001. The number of 2145 tillers was lower than expected at Manhattan in 2002, and both the quadratic (\( P < 0.0001 \)) and cubic (\( P < 0.0001 \)) portions were significant. There were significant linear (\( P < 0.0001 \)) and quadratic (\( P < 0.0002 \)) relationships between increasing seed yield and decreasing proportions of Jagger at Hutchinson in 2001; Jagger in 0.25 Jagger plots yielded the highest, followed by 0.50, 0.75, and monoculture Jagger plots, respectively. There were sig-

---

**Fig. 3.** Relative effects of mixtures for leaf rust versus tan spot on susceptible wheat cvs. Jagger and 2145. Values are from the final sampling date during the last week of May. Means combine site-years and treatments inoculated with both leaf rust and tan spot or either leaf rust alone (Jagger) or tan spot alone (2145) and combine all site-years. Relative severity of each mixture is expressed as a proportion of the severity in the susceptible monoculture. Leaf rust severity was estimated on Jagger using Cobb’s scale. Tan spot severity was estimated on 2145 as percent leaf area affected. The two slopes are significantly (\( P < 0.0001 \)) different.

**Table 2.** Wheat yield and thousand kernel weight (TKW) at the whole-plot level as a function of proportion in nondiseased plots and plots diseased with leaf rust, tan spot, or both.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year, site</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Proportion of Jagger</th>
<th>Proportion of Jagger</th>
<th>Proportion of Jagger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>TKW</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mg/ha</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutchinson</td>
<td>TKW</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>27.7**</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mg/ha</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>TKW</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>28.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mg/ha</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>3.86*</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values are mean TKW in grams or Mg/ha for each genotype proportion. Means were compared with the predictions under the null hypothesis of no effect of mixing. Null values were calculated as weighted means based on 2145 and Jagger monocultures (e.g., expected mean of a 0.75 Jagger mixture is the sum of the observed mean of Jagger monoculture multiplied by 0.75 and the observed mean of 2145 monoculture multiplied by 0.25). Asterisks following a value refer to a significant difference from the expected means at \( \alpha = 0.1 \) (*) and 0.05 (**) – refers to a lower than expected value.

* Values combine all disease treatments including inoculated and ambient plots.

* Values are from fungicide-treated plots only.
significant ($P \leq 0.004$) negative linear relationships between seed yield of 2145 and decreasing proportion of 2145 at all site-years in diseased plots, including a significant ($P = 0.01$) quadratic relationship at Manhattan in 2002.

In summary, 2145 in nondiseased plots yielded slightly but significantly lower seed or tiller number in mixtures compared with monocultures in two of three site-years and in all site-years in diseased plots. Jagger, in contrast, typically yielded slightly higher seed or tiller number in mixtures, but this pattern was significant in only two cases in nondiseased plots and one case in diseased plots out of three site-years.

### DISCUSSION

The severity of both tan spot and leaf rust was lower in mixtures relative to monocultures, whether the diseases occurred simultaneously or alone, for all site-years of the experiment. For both diseases, disease severity on the susceptible cultivar decreased as its proportion decreased in mixture. The results for leaf rust are consistent with a previous study in which mean leaf rust reductions of 32% were observed in 50:50 mixtures relative to monocultures of the component cultivars (26), although greater reductions were observed in the first year of the present study. As predicted based on life histories (14), mixtures were significantly more effective at reducing leaf rust relative to tan spot in three of four site-years.

Mixtures did not consistently yield greater than their expected weighted means, in spite of reduced disease and apparent disease effects on yield. It has been observed that the interaction between plant genotypes adds complexity and unpredictability to the relationship between disease severity and yield of a mixture (12). Jagger generally increased in yield when present in lower proportion, while 2145 decreased, though these trends were slight and, in many cases, were not statistically significant. Jagger yields did not always increase enough in mixture so that the total relative yields rose above 1.0. Although this study was not designed to test competition between these two cultivars, Jagger presumably is more competitive than 2145 because of its taller stature; thus, 2145 appears to be negatively affected when mixed with Jagger. In addition, the shape of the yield versus disease severity curve may be important. For example, if the curve is concave, rather than straight or convex, a partial reduction in disease severity does not produce a large yield benefit. It also is possible that the size of the treatment plots was too small to accurately judge mixture performance on yield. Mixture efficacy, particularly in terms of yield benefits, tends to be greater under production-scale deployment than in small-scale experimental plots (17,30,45,46).

Growing mixtures may be desirable for reasons other than immediate yield benefits. For example, mixtures may have the potential to reduce residue-borne inoculum levels of 

### TABLE 3. Yield of individual wheat cultivars Jagger and 2145 as a function of proportion in nondiseased plots and plots diseased with leaf rust (Ja
trici-repentis) over several seasons when deployed on a large scale (39). Mixing different genotypes also may be effective for the deployment and sustainability of major resistance genes, especially those vulnerable to “boom-and-bust” cycles (e.g., leaf rust) (28). Mixtures generally have been correlated with increased yield stability (4,33,35,40) and, in fact, growers often are more interested in yield stability than in small yield increases associated with mixtures (32).

Determining the necessary level of composition complexity and number of components in a cultivar mixture for effectively reducing disease is a complex task. Small increases in host diversity within annual wheat populations, such as two-cultivar mixtures where one cultivar is resistant to a disease, can substantially reduce disease, as demonstrated in the present study. However, it is possible that the simplicity of the mixture may partially explain why yield benefits were not observed for several combinations.

Because of the aforementioned characteristics of tan spot (relatively few cycles, splash-dispersed, steep dispersal gradient, limited cultivar specificity), one might predict that mixtures of small grains would have little impact on disease progression. The results from the current study, however, show promise for mixtures to function in simultaneous disease control for both tan spot and leaf rust, though mixture efficacy was greater for leaf rust compared with tan spot. Although there is little doubt that mixtures of small grains can reduce severities of polycyclic, windborne, host-specific foliar diseases (e.g., leaf rust) substantially, their effectiveness against residue-borne and soilborne diseases remains unpredictable and results in the literature are inconsistent. Some of the mechanisms proposed for reduced disease severity caused by polycyclic foliar pathogens in a gene-for-gene host interaction include dilution of inoculum due to the wider spatial distance between susceptible genotypes (7,8,45), induced resistance (24), and compensation by the resistant cultivar through increased tiller number (13). The mechanisms for disease reductions in soil- and residue-borne pathosystems are less understood (32,33).

Induced resistance occurs when spores of an avirulent pathogen land on a resistant host and elicit a resistance mechanism that is
effective against virulent spores of a pathogen. Resistance induced by avirulent spores may contribute significantly to disease reductions in mixtures (24). Induced resistance has been observed, in particular, for rusts and powdery mildew of small grains such as leaf rust on wheat (42), in addition to saprotyphic fungi on small grains (18). It is possible that induced resistance differs substantially between leaf rust and tan spot, which may have contributed to differences observed in mixture efficacy for the two diseases in addition to other differences in life histories. In a study of interactions between these two pathogens, sporulation by *Puccinia triticina* was reduced substantially by the presence of *Pyrenophora triticicrepentis* (1). In contrast, the presence of *Puccinia triticina* sometimes increased sporulation of *Pyrenophora triticicrepentis* (1).

The conduciveness of the environment may play a key role in mixture efficacy for reduced disease within a particular year and location. For example, Mundt et al. (33) generally failed to detect reductions in eyespot severities within wheat mixtures, contrary to Vilich-Meller (43), who reported substantial reductions of eyespot severity in mixtures of barley and wheat in Germany. Mundt et al. (33) hypothesized that the wetter environment in Germany relative to semi-arid eastern Oregon results in significant amounts of secondary spread of the pathogen, thereby increasing the efficacy of mixtures on eyespot severities. In the present study, the mechanisms responsible for reducing tan spot severities in the mixtures most likely are determined by the extent of the secondary spread of the pathogen. Central Kansas springs typically are wet and humid, creating a favorable environment for the spread of many pathogens, such as *P. triticicrepentis*, that benefit from these conditions. Environmental conditions during the first year of the present study were more conducive than the second year in terms of rainfall, temperature, and climate for both plant performance and disease progression, and probably represented an ideal year for mixture efficacy. During the second year, drought conditions and cold temperatures coupled with little snowfall created an environment in which both wheat and pathogens suffered for much of the growing season, and probably represented a worst-case scenario in terms of mixture efficacy.

In addition, mixtures may have a greater effect in older epidemics with overall high disease severity (32), provided the epidemic is not so severe that there is no time for an effect of disease severity (32), provided the case scenario in terms of mixture efficacy. During the second year, drought conditions and disease progression, and probably represented an ideal year for mixture efficacy. During the second year, drought conditions and cold temperatures coupled with little snowfall created an environment in which both wheat and pathogens suffered for much of the growing season, and probably represented a worst-case scenario in terms of mixture efficacy.

In summary, functional mixtures with the appropriate resistance genes targeted against specific pathogen populations have the potential to simultaneously reduce severities of diseases incited by multiple pathogens with different life histories. A mixture of 2145 and Jagger effectively reduced the severities of both leaf rust and tan spot, two important wheat diseases in the Great Plains. As predicted, the effect of mixing generally was greater for leaf rust than for tan spot. Despite the fact that yield benefits due to mixing were modest and inconsistent, this system can be exploited as a model to predict the effectiveness of other, possibly more appropriate wheat cultivar mixtures, for the management of both wind- and residue-borne diseases in the Great Plains.
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